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At the Land

IN THE ANNALS OF SCIENCE

S
cience magazine, one of the two 

most respected science journals in 

the world, gave two pages in its 

Policy Forum for Land Institute 

researchers and 22 collaborators around the 

world to advance the need and means for 

developing perennial grains. We hope the 

recognition spreads public and scientific 

interest and policy-making for development 

of perennial grains. The lead author was 

our Jerry Glover. Other contributors were 

from across the United States and in China, 

Argentina, Australia, Mexico, and Sweden. 

The essay appeared in Science’s June 25 edi-

tion. It is also at landinstitute.org, under 

Publications, Science.

to those who wait – and reach

Land Institute plant breeder Lee DeHaan 

had almost written o≠ an experimental 

planting at another farm with ground so 

poor that he said, “The weeds hardly grow 

out there.” Yields of annual wheat remain 

less than a fourth of the norm for Kansas, 

at about 10 bushels per acre. But after 

three years, the perennial-crop candidates 

intermediate wheatgrass and Maximilian 

sunflower have taken off. Apparently it took 

time for their roots to work through the red 

clay for deeply buried deposits of rich soil, 

which will remain beyond the reach of an-

nual wheat. Now Maximilian plants grow 

10 feet tall. DeHaan wants to study the site 

more, but sees a good case for develop-

ing perennial grains, particularly for land 

marginal but cropped by farmers without 

fertilizers.

work in washington

Land Institute soil scientist and agroecolo-

gist Jerry Glover is among 14 people around 

the world honored by National Geographic, 

in its June issue, as “inspiring adventurers, 

scientists, photographers, and storytellers 

making a significant contribution to world 

knowledge through exploration while still 

early in their careers.” You can read more 

at landinstitute.org. Glover next will serve 

a year as science adviser to the US Agency 

for International Development. He’ll start 

work in Washington on September 1. With 

him will be his wife, Cindy Cox, The Land 

Institute’s plant pathologist, nematologist, 

and analyst of plant hybrid chromosomes. 

To learn how Glover helped build the case 

for perennial grain crops with a five-year 

study comparing the soils and yields of na-

tive prairies and adjacent wheat fields, see 

page 7. 

on the high road 

Land Institute board member Donald 

Worster, a historian at the University of 

Kansas, won the Scottish Book of the Year 
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award for his biography of Scottish emigre 

John Muir, “A Passion for Nature.” In his 

thank you note to congratulations from The 

Land Institute and board members, Worster 

wrote, “I am enjoying immensely my brief 

moment of being the most famous ‘Scottish 

author’ who is really not Scottish.” 

what you don’t know can guide you

A Land Institute conference in 2004 explored 

an “ignorance-based worldview,” and from 

that, four years later, came an essay col-

lection called “The Virtues of Ignorance.” 

Now Land Institute collaborator R. Eugene 

Turner has introduced the idea to a profes-

sional science journal. The Louisiana State 

University scientist writes in Volume 32 of 

Estuaries and Coasts of how “can-do” land 

use in the Mississippi Delta brought cata-

strophic wetland loss, yet restoration work 

continues with the same confidence that 

knowledge already at hand will work for 

managing something vast and complex. He 

o≠ers the following general suggestions: 

∙ Assume that key information is not known 

and might never be known.

∙ Be flexible in how to gather and apply new 

information, and in evolving context.

∙ Include many small steps that are ad-

dressed many ways.

∙ Let data trump concepts, not the reverse  

– don’t make the model too abstract.

∙ Expect surprises.

∙ Plan for how to reverse course and to exit.

∙ Do no harm: don’t implement plans that 

will be irreversible if they go awry, and if 

irreversible outcomes are possible, start 

with the smallest plans, not the largest.

presentations

Land Institute sta≠ members spoke at 

conferences and colleges in Illinois, Utah, 

Michigan, Ohio, Oklahoma, North Carolina, 

Massachusetts, Oregon, and the District 

of Columbia. Upcoming: August 15-17, 

Johnston, Iowa. October 23, Montana, exact 

location not yet known. October 25, Powell, 

Wyoming. November 7 or 8, Louisville, 

Kentucky. November 9, Wolf Lake, Indiana. 

November 10, Bloomington, Indiana. For 

more, call us or see Calendar at  

landinstitute.org.

In July workers were finishing sheetrock, install-
ing wires, and painting The Land Institute’s new 
research center. We’ll dedicate it September 25 at the 
Prairie Festival. Improvements have begun on our 
greenhouse. The campaign to pay for these projects 
continues. Scott Bontz photo.
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WORKS LONGER, WASTES LESS, NEEDS NO SUBSIDY
scott bontz

I
n the summer of 1996, after months 

of inquiry, Land Institute intern 

Jerry Glover found a rare native 

prairie on rich bottomland. He’d 

sought it for comparing soil un-

der the e≠ects of agriculture with that of 

a natural ecosystem, the institute’s model 

for a new kind of agriculture. But when he 

arrived at this vestige amid wheat fields a 

county away, Glover recognized more than 

just a chance to study soils. The prairie had 

been mowed, and it bore half-ton bales of 

hay. Glover, farm-raised and curious, put 

pencil to back of envelope. And his reckon-

ing showed the meadow yielded as much 

protein-building nitrogen as the surround-

ing, fertilized wheat.

How could unfertilized, wild vegeta-

tion match a crop bred for production and 

receiving 60 pounds of synthetic nitrogen 

per acre each year? How could prairie do 

this after seeing its prime green growth 

shorn and carted o≠ each year for most of 

a century? Glover and other scientists can’t 

fully say. But they see a strong connection 

with the prairie’s complex underground 

economy. It is an economy possible only 

where plants haven’t quit and gone before 

a year is up. Glover concluded that this 

means achieving sustainable agriculture 

will never come merely by conversion from 

conventional to organic methods, but only 

by conversion of the plants themselves – by 

making grain crops perennial. 

“That was an awakening for me,” he 

said of that summer day 14 years ago. After 

his internship he took back to Washington 

State University the idea born of his cal-

culations, and instead of just finishing his 

bachelor’s degree, was inspired to earn a 

doctorate in soil science. When he returned 

to work at the institute in 2002, he also re-

turned to that prairie, to look deeper.

He’d originally been assigned to 

compare the soil e≠ects of organic and con-

ventional methods, at The Land Institute’s 

72-acre farm on prime river valley land. But if 

the institute’s model for farming was natural 

ecosystems, Glover thought, shouldn’t he 

compare the crop ground, whether organic 

and conventional, with the soil of native 

prairie, the dominant natural vegetation of 

central Kansas? 

Many papers already told how prairie 

soils are more fertile than soils under an-

nual crops. Glover didn’t want simply to say 

At left: prairie’s perennials and superior soil equal wheat at production of protein-building nitrogen, but without 
the annual crop’s fertilizer subsidy. Land Institute scientist Jerry Glover says this shows why humanity must de-
velop perennial grains to achieve an agriculture that can be called sustainable. Jim Richardson photo.
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again, “Prairie soils are better.” He wanted 

to show with some precision how they are 

made better. And he’d never actually stud-

ied the di≠erences himself: “I really wanted 

to see side-by-side how they compared. I 

wanted to get beyond a literature review.” 

To do this fairly he sought prairie on a 

floodplain soil like that at the farm, not thin-

ner upland soil. He wanted to give annual 

crops their best shot. But upland is where 

lay all native prairie remnants he could see 

around the institute. Farmers had plowed 

out the Smoky Hill River valley’s good 

ground a century earlier. Still, Glover hoped 

to find a pocket of bottomland soil, and after 

many phone calls, he did. 

It was near a place called Niles. A rail-

road and waterway bisected and bordered 

the 20-acre pocket. This hindered repeat 

passages by the machinery required for an-

nual crops – tilling, planting, cultivation, 

harvest – especially when the area’s first 

farmers decided what to grow where, and 

used horses, which in harness abreast don’t 

turn as easily as tractor or combine. 

Glover took to Niles a hollow steel 

tube called a corer, drove it 4 feet into the 

soil and pulled out samples. He’d done the 

same at The Land Institute farm. There, 

cores matched description of their soil type 

in a soil science book – like plants and ani-

mals, soils have taxonomy. Also matching 

were samples from the wheat fields abutting 

the Niles prairie. But not the prairie cores. 

Rather than clump in hand, they crumbled, 

a sign of life therein. And reaching much 

deeper in the ground was the rich, dark 

color of high soil organic matter. Glover first 

thought the soils map must be wrong, the 

prairie earth of a di≠erent type. But he said, 

“It was just that the native prairie had main-

tained very di≠erent soil characteristics.” 

Same soil to start with, diverging human 

history. 

That history of agriculture is one 

of removing nutrients from landscape. 

Sometimes nutrients and sediment are re-

plenished by the like of floods, sometimes 

they are not. Over time, in most places, 

agriculture has proven a net loss. Barring 

subsidy that eventually means less food. 

Between the decades of 1875-84 and 1915-

24, despite improved varieties Kansas corn 

yields fell by half. 

Now we cover for soil mining with fer-

tilizer. This we mine from shrinking reserves 

of phosphorus and potassium, or synthesize 

from atmospheric nitrogen with mined fossil 

fuel. We practice life support, not mainte-

nance of healthily living soil.

Healthy soil – sustainably productive 

soil – is indeed alive, a hidden metropolis 

of fungi, worms, bacteria, and other mi-

crobes. The plants on which we depend 

most directly are just one niche of the mar-

ket. Healthy soil has not only that biological 

community, but good chemistry and good 

physical structure. It must begin with the 

right proportion of sand, silt, and clay. It 

needs enough chemical nutrients to support 

the organisms. These and their products all 

bind the mineral particles for the structure 

of organic matter to soak up and hold more 

air and water. From this plants benefit, 

and pay back the other soil life with sug-

ars for energy and other organic carbon for 

building. It’s all a complex and unbeatably 

e∞cient arrangement, and one that works 

best without intervention. 

Scientists detailed this in five years 

of study at Niles and four more sites that 

Glover found scattered among as many 

counties – rare, irregular niches of native 

prairie amid wheat fields sharing the same 

valley soils. The work, which involved 

samples from the prairies and Agriculture 

Department records for wheat in the same 

counties, also supported Glover’s initial 
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reckoning of equal nitrogen yields despite 

wheat’s annual fertilizer subsidy. And hay 

took less than one-tenth of wheat’s energy 

bill, two-thirds of which went to that fertil-

izer. 

Nitrogen is the most common element 

in the atmosphere, but also the hardest for 

plants to get in usable form, and the hardest 

nutrient to keep in the field – beyond which, 

in groundwater, stream, and sea, it becomes 

pollution. And more than with any other 

nutrient, plant production swings on nitro-

gen. Looking the other direction: if a field is 

yielding lots of nitrogen, Glover said, things 

are likely OK with the other nutrients too. 

This is one reason why he chose nitrogen 

as the gauge to compare the prairie hay and 

wheat yields. 

Another is nitrogen being a principal 

component of proteins. In hay, it builds 

cattle. In wheat it builds us. Nitrogen is the 

fourth most abundant element in the human 

body. That nitrogen of our flesh and bones 

comes from the atmosphere and the soil only 

via plants. “They are the primary produc-

ers,” Glover said. 

Wheat takes more land than any other 

human food. And wheat yields in central 

Kansas are just 7 percent more than the 

global average. Glover said these two things 

help make The Land Institute study a ro-

bust representative for what a di≠erence 

could be made by changing agriculture from 

dependence on annual grains to reliance 

on perennials grown more like in natural 

ecosystems. (For more about why grains are 

annuals, though need not be, see page 14.)

Exactly how perennial plants can 

match annuals that enjoy a huge nitrogen 

subsidy lies still somewhat veiled in the 

folds of the perennials’ roots and attendant 

life. But it’s clear that prairie soil food webs 

are better sponges. They soak up nutrients 

in times of excess and slowly release them 

to plants in times of need. More roots and 

more diversity and abundance of soil or-

ganisms make for greater e∞ciency and 

conservation. Wheat might let slip past 

almost half of the nitrogen coming from 

farmers. The same is true for other annual 

crops. Their roots are shorter, shorter-lived, 

or both. 

The want of annual crops is not just 

in size, but in timing. Steve Culman, who 

was a Land Institute graduate studies fel-

low at Cornell University and participated 

in the study, said tillage exposes soil to air, 

and then molecular reactions release a huge 

flush of nutrients. Tillage comes before the 

plant, however, and without roots at the 

ready for sopping those benefits, there’s 

waste. Farmers compensate with fertilizer. 

This is often impractical to apply in several 

little doses, mimicking the slow release from 

decomposition and fixation in prairie, so 

they give it all at once, and there is further 

waste. Perennials don’t enjoy the benefits of 

tillage, and prairie hay fields typically don’t 

enjoy fertilizer. But come spring and the first 

green, their massive roots are up and run-

ning.

In terms of that timing, the advantage 

over annuals is huge. But even after growing 

up, wheat lags badly. At Niles, root mass in 

the prairie was 6.7 times greater and roots 

3 feet deeper than in the adjacent wheat. 

Worldwide study of temperate grasslands, 

dominated by perennials, found more than 

nine times the root mass of croplands. (To 

learn how perennials can outgrow annuals 

aboveground, see page 18.)

That greater size and longevity pumps 

down and leaks more nutrients to soil or-

ganisms, which in turn keep the soil better 

for the plants. Glover said that if plants pro-

vide more growth above ground and below, 

over a longer stretch of the year, it should 

follow that they support a more complex, 
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John Mai readies for analyses soil samples taken from native prairie and neighboring wheat. Scott Bontz photo.
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e∞cient, niche-filling, and productive food 

web. Roots supply up to 80 percent of the 

carbon stored in soil ecosystems. 

The carbon in soil makes microbe 

bodies, waits in the dead cells of plants for 

decomposition and reuse, and binds tightly 

with soil particles.  It is the main part of 

the No. 1 indicator of soil fertility: organic 

matter. More carbon can help soils better 

hold water and keep nutrients and sedi-

ments from running o≠, which both make 

for cleaner water. Carbon also can make 

soils more stable, less vulnerable to erosion. 

Organic matter involves acids that make 

minerals available to plants. In The Land 

Institute study, for both organic carbon and 

organic matter in the upper 16 inches of soil, 

where lies most of wheat’s root mass, the 

amount in perennial hay fields was greater 

by 40 percent. 

That upper prairie soil also was 12 per-

cent less dense, and a third higher in what 

soil scientists call water stable aggregates, 

which make for porous but sturdy lattice-

work to better admit roots, air, and water, 

and better hold the water. Culman said, “A 

good topsoil is crumbly and light.”

The ability of grasslands to equal a fer-

tilized annual grain crop is not just because 

the plants reach deeper through that honey-

comb, but because the soil courses with that 

underground economy. How much plants 

can produce depends not just on how much 

carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and 14 other 

essential elements make the soil, but on how 

well and quickly worms, arthropods, and 

microbes eat the roots, litter, and excreta 

left after harvest or grazing, and recast the 

ingredients for cementing and firing again 

with gases from the air. Soil organisms do 

all this for themselves, Culman said, but in 

doing so benefit the plants that feed them: 

“They rely on these microbes to continually 

stir this pot of nutrients.” Glover said the 

structure and character of the soil food web 

strongly a≠ect that recycling. Undisturbed 

and well fed, the web can be stable and 

e∞cient. Disrupted and left wanting, it can 

quickly start to fade. 

The soil community barometer for the 

study was nematodes, tiny worms. There 

are thousands of species, and one ounce of 

soil can harbor 2,800 individuals. They are 

diverse niche-fillers: parasites, herbivores 

– some of them crop wreckers – predators 

that eat the others, and omnivores. That’s 

why they serve, like nitrogen does for 

other nutrients, as an indicator of a soil’s 

biology in general. With another graduate 

fellow, Tianna DuPont, of the University of 

California at Davis, Culman found nematode 

communities a quarter to more than a third 

richer in prairie than in neighboring wheat. 

The prairie’s nematodes had more preda-

tors and omnivores, which could reduce the 

amount of plant eaters. Regardless, because 

predators su≠er more when disturbed, nem-

atode scientists see them as signs of greater 

soil stability and health. 

The prairie’s richness in nematodes ap-

peared to go strongly with the other gauges: 

nitrogen, root mass, organic matter, carbon 

in forms usable by soil organisms, the mass 

of those recycling microbes, and soil weight 

and structure. Whether this is cause and 

e≠ect would take more study, Culman said. 

But he called di≠erences in perennial and 

annual soil biology huge. The importance 

of nematodes to plant growth seemed clear 

enough for him to say, “I think you’d be 

hard-pressed to frame a counterargument to 

this – that they play no role at all.” Culman 

now asks, “How can we apply that to agri-

culture?” He has moved on to compare, at 

Michigan State, the e≠ects of annual wheat 

and perennial wheat.

DuPont, Culman, Glover, and the other 

scientists recognized that their study might 
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be unfair to modern farming technique. The 

soil quality they were seeing in the wheat 

fields might be an artifact of inferior meth-

ods from decades ago. So they converted 

three small blocks of the Niles prairie to 

current annual grain cropping practice, with 

herbicides and no tillage, and watched how 

the soil changed in comparison with neigh-

boring plots that continued under haying 

with no additives. Jim Duggan, the owner 

and a no-till farmer, was not only gracious, 

but curious. In just three years the converted 

plots’ root mass was less than half that in 

bordering prairie. Apparently as a result, the 

nematode community fell, as did the amount 

of the readily oxidized carbon. Other carbon 

forms take longer to decline. Over the three 

years, conversion plot soil also kept good 

structure, an advantage of no-till. And the 

nematode and fallen carbon levels were still 

above those in the old wheat fields. But the 

study numbers solidly indicated a slide. 

Where they would bottom out will take 

more investigation.

Something that will remain unknow-

able with certainty is whether these Kansas 

prairies with so much more carbon and 

nitrogen than neighboring wheat fields 

still have as much as when haying began 

near a century ago. But studies elsewhere 

make it seem likely. Rothamsted Research 

in England has hayed unfertilized peren-

nial grass plots twice a year for 150 years 

without a decline in yield, and with no fall 

in soil nitrogen since the ability to measure 

it was developed 120 years ago. For 50 years, 

unfertilized grassland hayed annually in a 

Russian study lost neither soil nitrogen nor 

organic carbon. Again, nitrogen is the main 

nutrient player in yield. So if soil nitrogen 

remains steady, Glover said, so should yield. 

If the five Kansas prairie sites in his 

study are producing as well now as they 

did 75 years ago, then over that span they’ve 

outyielded the neighboring wheat fields 

by almost a quarter. Wheat farmers before 

World War II didn’t have much fertilizer, 

or plants bred for taking loads of it, and 

yields were less than half what they are now. 

Breeding advances might prevent return to 

the prewar level. But if the supply of syn-

thetic fertilizer falls with the supply of fossil 

fuel now used to make it, so will the yields 

of annual wheat, corn, and all other plants 

of the green revolution. 

Nitrogen isn’t everything. The Kansas 

hay fields are sending to livestock elsewhere 

crucial mineral elements like phosphorus. 

But their perennial roots continue to mine 

deep, parent material deposited by winds 

and rivers or developed from weathered 

bedrock. Some day, barring another ice 

age, volcanic eruption, or other geologic 

main event, what plants can make from 

this supply will decline, and with it, food 

production. But the natural slope will be im-

perceptibly slight compared with the plunge 

we face with annuals after cresting the 

summit of fossil fuel. The fall of perennial 

grassland yields, so far undetected, could be 

close to nil for hundreds of years. 

Regardless, hay still won’t feed hu-

mans, at least not directly. What could, and 

slow or stop decline of fields under annual 

crops, is return to perennial vegetation, only 

this time with plants bred to put more of 

their comparatively bountiful nitrogen and 

carbon into seed, just as our current grains 

were transformed from wild ancestors. 

As Land Institute plant breeder Lee 

DeHaan has put it, farming method, such 

as organic or no-till, is like software. The 

change to perennial cropping would be like 

new hardware. Glover said, “We need new 

hardware.”

The studies are under Publications at  
landinstitute.org.
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FIELD NOTES

the nation behaves well if it treats the 

natural resources as assets which it must 

turn over to the next generation increased, 

and not impaired, in value. – Theodore  

Roosevelt

the scale of human civilization, the vol-

ume of our economic activity, and the power 

of science and technology have made us 

shapers of much of the earth. The power to 

shape leads inevitably to a responsibility to 

wield this power wisely and carefully.  

– Newt Gingrich, “Contract with the Earth” 

we’re raising our children on the 

definition of promiscuity if we feed them 

a casual, indiscriminate mingling of foods 

from every season plucked from the super-

market, ignoring how our sustenance is 

cheapened by wholesale desires. – Barbara 

Kingsolver, “Animal, Vegetable, Miracle: A 

Year of Food Life”

for god’s sake, be economical with your 

lamps and candles! Not a gallon you burn, 

but at least one drop of man’s blood was 

spilled for it. – Herman Melville, “Moby-

Dick”

one man cannot stop the soil from blow-

ing. But one man can start it. – Hugh 

Hammond Bennett, in Timothy Egan’s “The 

Worst Hard Time”

 [a] lower-impact society is the most im-

possible scenario for our future – except 

for all other conceivable scenarios. – Jared 

Diamond, “Collapse: How Societies Choose 

to Fail or Succeed”

every country can be said to have three 

forms of wealth: material, cultural, and 

biological. The first two we understand 

very well, because they are the substance 

of our everyday lives. Biological wealth is 

taken much less seriously. This is a serious 

strategic error, one that will be increasingly 

regretted as time passes. – E.O. Wilson

we are where we are even more than what 

we eat. – Gregory Conni≠, in the essay 

“Where Do You Love?”

we might see fossil fuel as playing the same 

role that slaves played in early American 

agriculture – a “natural resource” that comes 

cheap. … There aren’t many people on that 

farm, but there’s all kinds of machinery, and 

every bit of it is burning fuel. Here’s the 

math: Between 1910 and 1983, US corn yields 

grew 346 percent. Energy consumption for 

agriculture increased 810 percent. – Bill 

McKibben, “Deep Economy”

it is difficult to get a man to understand 

something when his paycheck depends upon 

his not understanding it. – Upton Sinclair, 

“I, Candidate for Governor: And How I Got 

Licked”

it turns out that the tiny e≠ects that turn 

up always require the most revolutionary 

modification of ideas. – Richard P. Feynman, 

“The Meaning of It All”
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Perennials such as apple trees can surpass annual grains in the proportion of their growth going to the parts we 
take to eat. Natural selection didn’t favor this attractive development in perennials grasses and forbs. Modern plant 
breeding could. Here, Sheila Cox tends perennial sunflower seedlings at The Land Institute. Scott Bontz photo. 
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THE THIRD WAY 
david van tassel

S
cientists concur that perennial 

grasses and other herbs – plants 

without wood – usually outperform 

annual crops at using soil mois-

ture, harvesting sunlight, conserving soil, 

and providing wildlife habitat. The Land 

Institute and others advocate turning some 

of the more productive perennial herbs into 

grain crops, because most cropland is plant-

ed to grains. 

This is where the consensus breaks 

down. Plant ecologists in the 1970s noticed 

that short-lived wild plants tend to invest 

a higher proportion of their energy into 

sexual reproduction than long-lived ones. 

It seemed that while annuals build flowers, 

pollen, fruit, and seeds, perennials build 

towering trunks, deep roots, spreading run-

ners, thick bark, and other structures to 

compete with each other and survive the 

slings and arrows of outrageous weather. 

This fits well with what we know 

about animals. Short-lived mice and rab-

bits compete to produce as many babies as 

quickly as possible. Long-lived moose and 

elephants sport enormous tusks or antlers 

for more direct competition between rivals, 

but take many years to reach reproductive  

– and competitive – size. 

The idea of breeding lab mice for the 

size and strength of elephants but with the 

reproduction and docility of rabbits might 

seem ridiculous. That long-lived herbs with 

huge harvests of fruit or seeds never arose 

during millions of years of plant evolution, 

including 10,000 years of agriculture, is said 

by some to show that these traits cannot 

coexist, and that breeding for them would 

be ridiculous. 

Lee DeHaan, Stan Cox, and I, The Land 

Institute’s plant breeders, challenge the 

notion that longevity itself takes so much 

energy that seed production must neces-

sarily be minimal. In a manuscript to be 

published in Evolutionary Applications, we 

note that the ratios of energy which some 

tree and palm crop plants devote to their 

fruits and seeds, including apples, at 65 per-

cent, are the highest ever reported. 

While the existence of oil-palm, olive, 

banana, and other long-lived plants that also 

invest heavily in nuts and fruits refutes the 

simple tradeo≠ of longevity versus reproduc-

tion, it raises a perplexing question. Why do 

farmers have many fruit or seed crops from 

the extremes of the land-plant world – long-

lived trees and small, short-lived annual 

herbs – but not from plants intermediate for 

lifespan, size, or both – the perennial herbs? 

The literature suggests that when 

humans began tending plants, two very 

di≠erent domestication courses naturally 

followed, and these two paths favored the 

two extreme growth forms. 

Very large, long-lived plants could eas-

ily be propagated by taking cuttings or by 

breaking o≠ tubers. As humans began to do 

this, planting vineyards, potato fields, olive 

groves, and orchards, they naturally took 

cuttings from the rare plants with bigger or 

tastier produce. As new, useful mutations or 

seedlings from spontaneous crosses between 
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clones showed up in the orchards, these too 

were noticed and favored. Rare genes quick-

ly stacked up, and soon the plants were very 

di≠erent than their wild ancestors. 

People also learned how to gather 

seeds from stands of wild grasses and other 

small plants, both annual and perennial. 

Some harvested seeds were spilled or delib-

erately scattered around villages, and these 

would have been harvested first. The rules 

of the game had suddenly changed, and now 

the plants with the biggest, showiest, easiest 

to harvest, fastest-sprouting seeds became 

the winners. The more frequently this tour-

nament between plants was held, the faster 

the “domestic genes” piled up. 

The plants in the middle, the perennial 

herbs, could have been domesticated in ei-

ther way. Like trees they can be propagated 

by cuttings or tubers. But their smaller size 

made this impractical for early farmers – 

imagine the thousands of cuttings required 

for just one small field. Like annuals, they 

can be established from seed  

– farmers do this every time they plant a 

field of alfalfa or clover. But alfalfa didn’t 

need to evolve much to become a hay crop, 

while grains are much changed from their 

wild ancestors. Because they must build at 

least a few durable structures, perennial 

plants always take at least a little longer 

than annuals to reach maturity, so they can 

never play as many tournaments as annuals 

in a given number of years. And even when 

they do play, the higher genetic diversity 

within each perennial plant means that even 

the winners will bear mostly loser offspring. 

The annuals simply evolve – domesticate in 

this case – faster.

Once people had a few good (annual) 

grains and nuts and fruit tree species, they 

would have abandoned the low-yielding 

wild or partially domesticated perennial 

herbs. 

A third domestication road is now 

possible. The tree and annual-grain paths 

were “natural” in the sense that the plants 

which produced the best seeds, fruits, or 

tubers in the field were also the ones people 

automatically saved for replanting. In the 

modern era, we have used artificial selection 

to greatly increase the yield of these crops. 

Artificially selected plants are often not the 

biggest or highest yielding individuals in the 

field. Sometimes plant breeders select the 

shortest individuals. Mixed with big plants, 

short plants have few seeds, something na-

ture or pre-scientific farmers would never 

select. But once the lines breed true and all 

plants are short, the yield of the group is in-

creased because less energy is spent battling 

for height advantage.

While natural domestication methods 

applied to perennial herbs would inevitably 

lead them to be either more annual or more 

treelike, artificial selection can maintain 

their overall form yet increase seed yield. 

As with artificial selection during the green 

revolution, yields may go down for a time 

before they go up. 

But what about the herds of meat mice? 

While rodents may or may not have the 

genetic variation necessary for this kind of 

transformation, the idea is not as ridiculous 

as it sounds. Gentle, tuskless elephants or 

giant, slow, furry rats would not survive 

on the Serengeti, but add a shepherd to 

the equation to fend o≠ predators, and you 

might get something similar to sheep and 

cattle. Millions of years of evolution never 

came up with docile, hornless sheep, and 

without shepherds, these animal forms 

would be impossible to maintain, even if 

they arose by chance. But nature did in-

vent shepherds and, later, scientists. With 

artificial selection sheep could be selected 

to reproduce more like rabbits. Indeed 

some modern breeds of livestock do mature 
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more quickly and produce larger litters than 

the old breeds, and many breeds now lack 

horns. In the case of domestication, the 

ancient past is not much of a guide to the 

present. New forms of animals and plants 

evolved in the age of the shepherds and 

farmers about 10,000 years ago. Other new 

kinds of plants and animals are now pos-

sible in the age of scientists. One of them is 

perennial grains. 
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Despite receiving no fertilizer, Miscanthus, a perennial, exceeded by half again corn’s aboveground growth in corn 
country, Illinois. The Miscanthus pictured grows at The Land Institute for a cooperator to evaluate for biomass 
yield. In exchange, our grain sorghum candidates are being tested in Alabama. Scott Bontz photo.
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YES, THEY CAN
david van tassel

S
keptics question whether any 

perennial grain crop, investing 

energy below ground to survive 

winter, could equal annuals in 

the aboveground growth that can 

go to making seed for our food. A study in 

the journal Plant Physiology lays that suspi-

cion to rest.

Corn is the most productive grain crop 

in many places around the world. In Iowa 

and Illinois it was thought to be unbeatable. 

But in Frank G. Dohleman and Stephen P. 

Long’s large-scale, side-by-side study at the 

University of Illinois, a perennial grass ge-

nus from Asia, Miscanthus, produced some 

30 tons of aboveground growth per hectare, 

compared with corn’s 20 tons. And Miscant-

hus did so with no fertilizer, while the corn 

was fertilized at the recommended high rate. 

Miscanthus is paying its bills to survive the 

winter and despite – or because of – this, it 

still builds a massive stalk system. 

Another of Long’s papers suggests 

that Miscanthus produces slightly more leaf 

mass than corn, but well over twice the stalk 

mass. Stalks are an energetic “sink”: though 

superficially green, they import much more 

of the sugars made by photosynthesis than 

they export. And this is the case for seeds, 

which do some photosynthesis early on, but 

largely act as sinks. Conceptually, sinks are 

easily interchangeable. To make that shift 

requires finding the necessary genetic varia-

tion and a lot of time. But plant breeders 

have repeatedly accomplished this, selecting 

for reallocation from stalks to seeds. It has 

been one of the main sources of increased 

seed yield in modern wheat and rice. 

Though the Illinois study’s plants hap-

pen to be sterile hybrids, there are many 

Miscanthus species that produce seeds. 

A biofuel breeding company is evaluat-

ing seed-propagated Miscanthus lines for 

biomass production potential. They do not 

believe that only asexual clones are capable 

of high yield.

Most of the so-called “second 

generation” biomass crop candidates – Mis-

can-thus, sugarcane, switchgrass, willow, 

poplar, bamboo – are perennials. Their bio-

mass yield potential isn’t always higher than 

with comparable annuals. But even when it 

isn’t, the reduced energy inputs for perenni-

als often make the net energy yields higher 

than for high-input annuals. In Illinois, 

Miscanthus produced 60 percent more har-

vestable energy than corn, with an estimated 

one-fourth of the energy input. Additional 

bonuses with perennials: greater soil conser-

vation and carbon sequestration.

The case for the greater sustainability 

of perennial food crops rests on the same 

logic that rapidly led plant breeders to fo-

cus almost exclusively on perennial biofuel 

crops. Grain is a biofuel. Not only can it be 

burned in a power plant, or converted to 

ethanol – more easily than can leaves and 

stems – it can be “burned” in people and 

livestock. If it is expensive and unsustain-

able to use annual crops to produce vehicle 

fuel, it is equally expensive and unsustain-

able to use annual crops for human fuel.
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TOO WEIRD
dana wildsmith

Last June I was bitten by a rattlesnake

in my small town just north of Atlanta.

We’re in a drought here in Georgia; our dry woods

heat up of an evening like an old farmhouse

which is why that snake was stretched out on the shaded road

to catch a breeze – but instead he caught me.

I must be making this up, people tell me,

because there are no rattlesnakes

in Georgia. I assure them there’s at least one, despite Atlanta

doing its best to pave all the snakey woods

in north Georgia, to usurp every farmhouse

with a starter home, to bulldoze roads

along every ridgeline. It’s the power of the paved road: 

no dirt roads, no snakes, right? It’s me

people are a little afraid of now. Rattlesnakes

can be urbanized out, people around Atlanta

have come to believe, and they don’t want me and my woods

and my road proving them wrong. So they tell me my old farmhouse
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is too weird, that the way I live is too weird – in a farmhouse

with no air conditioning fronted by a dirt road

I fight the county to keep unpaved. They tell me

I should cut down my woods where rattlesnakes

can live, that I should wear boots and carry a gun. Atlanta

has sanitized into conservation zones all its woods

and so should I, and then I should stay out of those woods. 

If I told them a snake lives in the attic of my farmhouse

and maybe in their attics, too, if I reminded them all roads

are just skin over earth where crawly things live – they’d blame me

even more than they do now for letting a rattlesnake

bite me. They say it’s because I don’t have a progressive Atlanta

mindset that I allowed bad nature to hurt me. Atlanta,

what makes you believe the woods

will stay where you’ve pushed them? My old farmhouse

used to perch on a logged plain of plowed fields split by the same road

now so shadowed by trees that their cooling shade drew me

out for a walk one evening last June, and there a rattlesnake

bit me. Simple as that. It wasn’t the fault of the dirt road, 

nor my fault for living in a farmhouse north of  Atlanta where my woods –

same as your city neighborhoods – sometimes breed rattlesnakes. 



Sideoats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), June 30, 2008, Elgin, Arizona, by Matilda Essig.
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“The Tower of Babel,” by Pieter Bruegel the Elder. Now proposed in response to agriculture’s ills: the folly of sky-
scraping greenhouses, which use costly electricity instead of what can be had for free from the sun.
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WRONG ON SO MANY LEVELS
stan cox and david van tassel

A
t last, the ecological, social, and  

  nutritional disaster of American  

         agriculture is grabbing popular  

    attention, in books, films, con-

ferences, and projects. The critiques are 

often right on the money. But many of the 

proposed solutions, including local eating, 

food cooperatives, home gardening, organic 

farming, and abolition of factory-style live-

stock raising, while worthy, cannot provide 

a permanent solution to degradation of our 

soil and water.

One of the most striking examples of 

ill fit between problem and proposed re-

sponse can be found in the July/August issue 

of Smithsonian, and more thoroughly in the 

November 2009 issue of Scientific American, 

where Dickson Despommier, a professor 

of public health and environmental health 

sciences at Columbia University, makes the 

case for what he calls “vertical farming.” 

After doing a very good job of describing the 

terrible toll that agriculture takes on soil, 

water, and biodiversity, Despommier lays 

out a proposal to replace soil-based farming 

with a system of producing food crops in tall 

urban buildings – that is, he writes, to 

grow crops indoors, under rigorously 

controlled conditions, in vertical farms. 

Plants grown in high-rise buildings 

erected on now vacant city lots and in 

large, multistory rooftop greenhouses 

could produce food year-round us-

ing significantly less water, producing 

little waste, with less risk of infectious 

diseases, and no need for fossil-fueled 

machinery or transport from distant 

rural farms.

Despommier describes how one of his 

scenarios, which are based on the use of hy-

droponic or “aeroponic” methods of growing 

plants without soil, might work: “[L]et us 

say that each floor of a vertical farm o≠ers 

four growing seasons, double the plant den-

sity, and two layers per floor – a multiplying 

factor of 16 (4 x 2 x 2). A 30-story building 

covering one city block could therefore 

produce 2,400 acres of food (30 stories x 5 

acres x 16) a year.” By extrapolating num-

bers like those and assuming extraordinary 

leaps in technology, as well as the repeal of 

Murphy’s Law, he has made such a convinc-

ing case for vertical farms that, he claims, 

“many developers, investors, mayors and 

city planners have become advocates.”

The idea for vertical agriculture grows 

out of the realization that there are not 

enough exposed horizontal surfaces avail-

able in most urban areas to feed urban 

populations. But even if vertical farming 

were feasible on a large scale, it would solve 

no agricultural problems; rather, it would 

push the dependence of food production on 

industrial inputs to even greater heights. It 

would ensure such dependence by depriving 

crops not only of soil but also of the most 

plentiful and ecologically benign energy 

source of all: sunlight. 
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Agriculture as it has always been 

practiced – call it “horizontal farming” 

– casts an extremely broad, green “net” 

across the landscape to capture solar en-

ergy, which plants use in producing food. 

Photosynthesis converts a small percentage 

of the solar energy that falls on leaves into 

the chemical energy in food. But that small 

percentage is enough; sunlight is plentiful, 

and left to themselves plants do not have to 

rely on any other source of energy to grow 

and produce.

For obvious reasons, no one has ever 

proposed stacking solar photovoltaic panels 

one above the other. For the same reasons, 

plots of crops cannot be layered one above 

the other without providing a substitute 

for the sunlight that has been cut o≠. Even 

with all-glass walls, the amount of light 

reaching plants on all but the top story of 

a high-rise would fall far short of what is 

needed. On a sunny day, a room with plenty 

of windows may look well-lit to our eyes’ 

wide-open pupils, but that light intensity 

is a tiny fraction of what is needed for crop 

production. A significant portion of the light 

hitting the building would be turned back 

by the glass, and direct sunlight would pen-

etrate into the interior of a vertical farm only 

when the sun is low in the sky – especially 

if, as Despommier recommends, two layers 

of plants are stu≠ed into each story. Even 

then, it would reach the crop plants at a low 

angle, so that each square inch of leaf would 

receive much less light than if the light were 

hitting the leaf from above. So the lion’s 

share of a vertical farm’s lighting would 

have to be supplied artificially, consuming 

resource-intensive electricity rather than 

free sunlight. 

We decided to ask, “What would be 

the consequences of a vertical-farming e≠ort 

large enough to allow us to remove from 

the landscape, say, the United States’ 53 

million acres of wheat?” That’s not an un-

reasonable question. In fact, it follows from 

Despommier’s own reasons for promoting 

the practice. He argues, correctly, that soil 

is currently being abused on a massive scale; 

therefore, to address the problem, vertical 

farming would need to displace agriculture 

from a large proportion of the currently 

cropped landscape.

Our calculations, based on the 

e∞ciency of converting sunlight to plant 

matter, show that to equal current US 

wheat production with vertical farming 

would, just for lighting, require eight times 

as much electricity as our utilities generate 

in a year. And even if it were energetically 

possible, growing the national wheat crop 

under lights could substitute for only about 

15 percent of US cropland. Could it suc-

ceed, that energy buildup of unprecedented 

scale would still leave 85 percent of crop-

land in place. (To see the calculations, go to 

losingourcool.com/vertical.)

Despommier suggests using renew-

able sources to supply the power needed 

for vertical farming, but fails to consider 

the scale-up this would take. Wind, solar, 

biomass, geothermal, and other renewable 

electricity sources combined account for 

about 2 percent of US generation. So to grow 

our wheat vertically using renewable sourc-

es would mean boosting that sector 400-fold 

just to run the lights. His proposals for dou-

bling plant density, using round-the-clock 

light or pushing year-round production, 

even if they could be made to work, would 

increase production per unit of area, but 

would not decrease the energy needed for 

lighting per unit of food produced.

Maybe trying to satisfy the nation’s 

huge grain requirements with vertical farm-

ing is too ambitious. Assume instead that 

we were to take a more modest approach 

and grow all vegetables under lights. If 
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they received a similar level of lighting per 

unit area to that used for wheat, we would 

“only” have to double our national electric-

ity generation. But removing all vegetable 

production from the landscape would 

preserve no more than 2 percent of our cur-

rently cropped soils.

Based on its energy requirements for 

lighting alone, vertical farming would be 

incapable of substituting for a substantial 

share of our farming. But the lighting prob-

lem is only the first among many obstacles 

facing high-rise agriculture. Climate con-

trol to achieve suitable growing conditions 

would add huge energy requirements. And 

light fixtures would release more energy as 

heat than as light, which in summer would 

put huge loads on air conditioning. To 

maintain the good health of plants grown in-

doors, humidity and air circulation must be 

precisely controlled, often at a high energy 

cost. And before any of those needs would 

come the gargantuan resource requirements 

for construction of the towers themselves.

The solution to soil and water degrada-

tion is not to strip food-producing plants 

from the landscape only to grow them, de-

prived of sunlight, in vertical factory farms. 

Instead, we have to address the Achilles heel 

of agriculture itself: that it has displaced, 

on a massive scale, diverse stands of natu-

ral perennial vegetation, such as prairies, 

savannahs, and forests, with monocultures 

of ephemeral, weakly rooted, soil-damaging 

annual crops such as corn, soybean, and 

wheat. The weaknesses of the current food-

production system have been compensated 

for with fossil fuels and other resources. But 

those increasing e≠orts have only worsened 

farming’s ecological damage. 

The landscape cannot be saved by 

greater resource use, as would occur with 

“vertical farming.” It will be saved by what 

we might call “three-dimensional farming,” 

a system that is arranged horizontally across 

the landscape to capture and use sunlight, 

but that also puts down, deep, long-lived 

roots to protect the soil, manage water and 

nutrients e∞ciently, and help restore the 

below-ground ecosystems that agriculture 

has destroyed. That will require converting 

cropland to the production of diverse peren-

nial crops. It will mean a reliance on natural 

processes, not technological fantasies. 

Neither philosophical liberalism championing liberty nor philosophical 

socialism championing equality will save us from ourselves. Human 

history will end in ecology, or nothing. – Stan Rowe, “Home Place”
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Robert Himmerich y Valencia, PhD & Eva Valencia de Himmerich ∙ James Van Eman & Susan Bailey ∙ Kristin & David Van Tassel ∙ Carol & Hulse 

Wagner ∙ Laurie Ward ∙ Ken Warren & Nina Ainslie ∙ Wallace N. Weber ∙ Bob & Judy Weeden ∙ Linda E. Wiens ∙ Mark S. & Pamela J. Woodard 

Donald & Beverley Worster ∙ Angus Wright ∙ David & Rita Wristen ∙ Donna L. Wygle ∙ Kristy & Norman Yenkey ∙ Dr. & Mrs. William M. Zales ∙ Dr. 

Dewey K. Ziegler

foundations and organizations: Alexander Family Foundation ∙ Arrow Printing Co. ∙ Bank of Tescott ∙ Bennington State Bank ∙ Mike Berkley Family 

Foundation ∙ Clubine & Rettele Chartered ∙ Double J Farms Inc. ∙ The Fanwood Foundation/West ∙ First Bank Kansas ∙ William H. Graves Family 

Foundation ∙ Greater Salina Community Foundation ∙ Hawai’i-La’ieikawai Assoc. Inc. ∙ Hunnewell Elevator, Inc. ∙ The Inge Foundation ∙ R.C. Kemper 

Charitable Trust ∙ Leighty Foundation ∙ The Logan Foundation ∙ Ludlow Griffith Foundation ∙ Research Products Company ∙ Ryan Mortuary ∙ Salina 

Concrete Products ∙ Solomon State Bank ∙ Sunflower Bank NA ∙ Turkey Creek Investment Partnership ∙ UMB Bank 

PLEDGES

Pledge donors, who contribute through periodic deductions from bank accounts or credit cards, will be acknowledged in the fall issue.
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GIFTS

These friends made single donations during the months of January through May.

memorials:  Raymond Adams, from John & Paula Graves Adams ∙ Raymond E. Adams Jr., from Jean A. O’Brien ∙ Alfred H. Barby, from Jean A. O’Brien  

Charles Darwin, from Michael & Kathleen Oldfather ∙ Martha F. Epler, from Paul G. Epler, MD ∙ Avenell Harms, from Duane K. Harms ∙ John 

Hubbard, from John & Jane Young ∙ Henry Kliewer, from Elizabeth Black ∙ Jean Krebs, from Stephen Krebs ∙ Jane Kyle, from Jim & Ginger Kenney 

Mark & Katie McManus, from Richard & Marjorie McManus ∙ Glenn A. Merrill, from Mike Zakoura & family ∙ Leonard Norheim, from Rodney, Vicki 

& Signe Rosenau ∙ Beatrice Norris, from Ron & Katherine Meyer ∙ David B. Palmer, from Beverly C. Palmer ∙ John P. Ruppenthal, from Dennis Lewis 

Bob Thelin, from Martin & Wanda Brotherton ∙ Wes Unruh, from Ellie Unruh ∙ Alfred Cornelius Weyerts, from John & Catrinka Holland

in honor:  Phil and Janice Barkley, from Frank Neiswender and Carroll Young ∙ Jack Bly and Theresa Grywalski, from Zachary Bly ∙ Tim Clark, from 

Bobby & Beverly Clark ∙ Fields W. Cobb Jr., from Cynthia Cobb ∙ LaVern and Ella Friesen, from Paul Friesen & Mary Ray Cate ∙ Donald & Louise 

Heyneman, from Jack & Susan Heyneman ∙ John Hirschi, from Joanna H. Bonnheim ∙ Vann & Chellie Joines, from Frank Neiswender & Carroll Young 

Laura Krinock, from Sharon Krinock ∙ Pat & Marti McLarney, from Mary & Curt Watkins ∙ Melander family, from anonymous ∙ James R. Merrill, from 

Mike Zakoura & family ∙ Rollie Peterson, from Ken & Eloise Dale ∙ P. Richard Runquist, from Shane Runquist

individuals and families: Anonymous ∙ William W. Allen ∙ Kristin J. & William J.C. Amend ∙ The Amity Fund ∙ Professor Jonathan G. Andelson ∙ A. 

Bernard Anderson ∙ Ann Appley ∙ Kenneth B. & Katie Hart Armitage ∙ Robert W. & Jacqueline Ash ∙ Mary W. Athens ∙ Denise Attwood & James R. 

Conner ∙ Gail Baker ∙ Dorlan Bales ∙ B. Eileen Ball ∙ Robert R. & June R. Bargar ∙ Jonathan S. & Nancy Sears Barker ∙ Robert C. & Charlotte Baron 

Robert C. Barrett & Linda E. Atkinson ∙ Marty Bates & Janie Stein ∙ John A. & Letitia B. Bayer ∙ Wendy Bayer ∙ Eugene J. Bazan ∙ Kathryn E. Beattie 

Roger H. Beck & Eric L. Anderson ∙ David E. & Nancy Bedan ∙ Stephen T. & Judith G. Bemis ∙ Charles Benscheidt ∙ Mayrene E. Bentley ∙ Beth & 

Charles M. Berg ∙ Don & Helen Berheim ∙ Shantilal P. Bhagat ∙ Franklin Gene & Emma Evelyn Bissell ∙ Margaret M. Blake-Reaume ∙ Hilary Bledsoe 

Sara O. Bledsoe ∙ Ross & Lorena Blount ∙ John D. Blythe ∙ Charles R. & Dianne E. Boardman ∙ Egon & Diana Bodtker ∙ Dan Bolen ∙ Emily C. Boone 

Andrew P. & Leonor Bowman ∙ John Bozarth ∙ Lloyd D. Brace Jr. ∙ Raymond H. & Shirley Brand ∙ Edward J. Braun & Jean B. Krusi ∙ Lois C. Braun 

David M. Brenner & Anne Kimber ∙ H. Keith H. Brodie, MD, & Brenda Brodie ∙ Edwin Bronstein ∙ Bradford L. & Lorna C. Brookins ∙ Robert S. Brown, 

MD ∙ Charles S. & Dianne Brown ∙ Joseph A. Brown ∙ Bob Bruckman ∙ Harlan B. Brumsted ∙ Sarah E. Brunmeier ∙ Peter K. & Mimi Buckley ∙ David L. & 

Sandra L. Buckner ∙ Janet D. Bunbury ∙ Erik & Jessyca Burke ∙ Peter J. & Toshiko Busch ∙ John B. & Eleanor S. Butler ∙ Jimmy Byun & Margaret Y. 

Sawyer ∙ Paul Capron ∙ Marietta A. Carr ∙ Jack L. & Martha A. Carter ∙ Marcheta Cartmill ∙ Professor Edward S. Casey, PhD ∙ Robin G. Cash ∙ Michel 

A. Cavigelli & Martha Tomecek ∙ Barry Chapman & Jessie P. Norris ∙ Reuben & Mary A. Chapman ∙ Hal S. & Avril L. Chase ∙ Jonathan & Jeanmarie 

Chenette ∙ Michael R. Clow ∙ Robert I. Clubine ∙ James R. & Anna R. Cole ∙ Carly C. Coleman ∙ Paul L. & Lois Conway ∙ John Corker ∙ Barbara A. 

Coughlin & John Kevin Fallon ∙ John & Sage F. Cowles ∙ Dianne M. & Gerard Cox ∙ Ira L. & Deborah A. Cox ∙ Martin & Laurie Cox ∙ Nancy Creamer 

Edith A. Cresmer ∙ William E. & Ann H. Crews ∙ William C. Cutler & Elisabeth Suter ∙ Walter L. & Mary A. Czech ∙ Helen M. Davis ∙ Lawrence C. & 

Linda W. Davis ∙ Dr. William D. & Kristine B. Davis ∙ Richard G. & Eleanor W. Dawson ∙ Peter R. & Lois Elizabeth Day ∙ Anthony T. & Lawrie C. 

Dean ∙ Sabino L. & Janice C. DeGisi ∙ Roger & Dorothy DeHaan ∙ Eva D. Dehlinger ∙ Calvin B. & Ruth Ann DeWitt ∙ Will Dibrell & Beverly Bajema 

Sandra A. DiSante & Mark Stoppel ∙ Jan E. & Deborah Robin Dizard ∙ Brian Donahue & Faith B. Rand ∙ Gaylord Donnelley Charitable Trust ∙ Vivian 

Donnelley Charitable Trusts ∙ Harold M. & Jill T. Draper ∙ Alan R. Drengson & Victoria Stevens ∙ James F. & Mary N. Dudley ∙ R. Michael Duffy & 

Jacqueline Guidry ∙ Selma N. Duvick ∙ Ralph & Roma J. Earles ∙ Jonathan E.B. Eddy ∙ Mary T. Emeny ∙ Marjorie Lakin Erickson & Wesley Roe 

Elizabeth Miller & Carl D. Evans ∙ Terry & Sam Evans ∙ John & Judith Exdell ∙ Claude D. & Sandra E. Falls ∙ Jean E. Fargo ∙ Tom Feldman ∙ Andy & 

Betsy Finfrock ∙ Emily T. Fisher & Evan S. Griswold ∙ Carl & Betty Fitzgerald ∙ Douglas & Barbara Jo Flack ∙ Professor Susan L. Flader ∙ The Fox Fund 

Foxwhelp Fund of the Tides Foundation ∙ Nicolas T. & Gisela Franceschelli ∙ Eric M. & Catherine Jo Frank ∙ Ana C. Franklin ∙ John A. & Mary H. 

Frantz ∙ Chris E. & Leanna Kirchoff Frasier ∙ Jean W. French & Benjamin R. Fischler ∙ John W. & Judith M. Gallman ∙ Kamala Gamble ∙ Joshua N. 

Garrett-Davis ∙ Jane A. Gauss ∙ The Rev. George M. Gehant III & Mavis M. Gehant ∙ Eric G. & Emma Gimon ∙ Helen M. Gitelson ∙ Randall & Mary E. 

Gloege ∙ James P. & Rebecca A. Goodman ∙ Lewis O. & Patricia J. Grant ∙ Marion W. Gray Jr. & Esther N. Gray ∙ Elizabeth Greene ∙ Laurie C. & G. 

Garner Green ∙ William Green ∙ Daniel J. & Ana Gliceria Gudahl ∙ Wendell D. & Nancy I. Gugler ∙ Charles C. Haffner III & Ann Haffner ∙ Margaret J. 

Haley ∙ Dr. Betty A. & Greg A. Hall ∙ Larry L. & Patricia A. Hall ∙ Margaret M. & James M. Hall ∙ Lisa Hamilton ∙ James B. & Sally Hammerman ∙ Joyce 

L. Hanes ∙ Lloyd B. Hansen ∙ Art & Natalie Hanson ∙ Randall R. & Saralyn Reece Hardy ∙ Benjamin & Lucy Bardo Harms ∙ Kevin Hashman & Clare 

Rockenhaus ∙ Katrina R. Hayes ∙ Douglas Haynes & Alisha Laramee ∙ Daniel & Peggy Hebert ∙ John Heider & Donna Luckey ∙ Jerry & Rosemary A. 

Heidrick ∙ Dr. Paul Gregory Heltne ∙ Rollie Henkes ∙ Sally S. Henry ∙ Eleanor C. & Kenneth J. Hiebert ∙ Deborah Brooks Hill, PhD ∙ Elizabeth Hill 

Margaret G. Hilton ∙ Thor E. Hinckley & Alison Wiley ∙ Douglas L. and Shirley U. Hitt Giving Fund FAFN ∙ Melissa J. Hochstetler ∙ Anton Hodgers & 

Carol L. Statland ∙ Harriet G. Hodges ∙ Dr. Stanton F. & Carol Hoegerman ∙ Chris N. Hoffman III ∙ John & Mary Hoffman ∙ Craig B. & Henrike A. 

Holdrege ∙ Dr. Joseph G. Hollowell Jr. & Emily A. Russell ∙ William & Suzanne Horn ∙ Keim T. & Sylvia R. Houser ∙ Bruce F. & Debra K. Howard 

Charles F. Howe ∙ Wellington B. & Marcy Huffaker ∙ Paul T. Huling Jr. ∙ Dean & Nicki Jo Hulse ∙ Deborah A. Hunsberger ∙ Linda S. & Terry A. Hurst 

John & Laura B. Hussey ∙ Charles W. Isenhart ∙ Gordon & Lois E. Jacobson ∙ Richard T. Jenkins ∙ Robert W. Jensen ∙ Barbara L Johnson ∙ Bruce L. 

Johnson ∙ Raymond N. & Lola A. Johnson ∙ R. Rex Johnston ∙ Alice L. Jones ∙ Dr. Lucy A. Jordan ∙ Charles R. & Sally B. Jorgensen ∙ Dr. Patrick C. 

Kangas ∙ Elisabeth Karpov & Michael G. Schatzberg ∙ Joyce Keene & Norman Danielson ∙ John R. Keller & Cheryl Ann Hickey ∙ John E. Kellogg ∙ James 
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D. Key ∙ Bradley K. & Amanda L. Kik ∙ Kelly Kindscher ∙ Thomas Klak ∙ The Rev. John J. Kleinwachter ∙ Mark C. Klett ∙ Don Kluever ∙ Jeff & Paula Knox  

George J. & Mary Helen Korbelik ∙ Dennis Michele & Stephen P. Koski ∙ Christopher P. Kowal ∙ Mary A. Kowalski ∙ Kima M. Kraimer ∙ Dr. Douglas A. 

& Patricia A. Kramer ∙ Connie S. Kreider ∙ Nelda B. Kubat ∙ Sandra Costen Kunz ∙ David S. & Carol J. Kyner ∙ Richard D. & Dorothy V. Lamm ∙ Louis J. 

& Ann K. Laux ∙ George W. Lawrence ∙ Winfred M. Leaf ∙ Arlene Lee ∙ Russell C. & Paula Leffel ∙ LeFort-Martin Fund CCF ∙ Richard D. & Virginia L. 

Lepman ∙ David & JoAnn Lesh ∙ Benjamin T. & Wendi A. Letourneau ∙ Rose & Brook LeVan ∙ Lucinda Merriam Leveille ∙ Paul E. & Lynn Days Lewis 

Dr. William C. & Kathleen H. Liebhardt ∙ Matthew Z. Liebman & Laura C. Merrick ∙ Curt Liesenfelt ∙ Judy & Dennis R. Lilly ∙ Nancy R. Lindbloom 

Lucy R. Lippard ∙ Leslie P. Livingston & David D. Miller, MD ∙ Robert & Rachel Loersch ∙ Jakob R. & Tamar M. Loewenberg ∙ Robert & Janet London  

Kristen H. & Gilbert T. Lopez ∙ Amory B. & Judith Hill Lovins ∙ Karen H. & Gordon P. Luetjen ∙ Thomas Mahoney & Madeline Maxeiner ∙ Charles R. 

Maier ∙ Craig M. Maier ∙ G. Neal Maine ∙ Richard D. Malsbary ∙ David A. Marks ∙ Marsha F. & Ric Marshall ∙ A. Charlene B. Martin ∙ Anthony Carl & 

Patsy A. Martin ∙ Francis G. & Christine B. Martin ∙ The Mason Family Trust ∙ Royceann Mather ∙ William J. Matousek Fund ∙ William & Robin Birch 

Matthews ∙ Jean Maust ∙ Robert M. & Janet Mayers ∙ Elizabeth T. Maynard ∙ Joe Mazour ∙ Norma J. McCallan & Robert J. McKee ∙ Clinton & Cyndia 

McClanahan ∙ Will C. & Valerie E. McClatchey ∙ Fred McColly ∙ Thomas W. & Linda B. McCoy ∙ Harry & Charlotte McDonald ∙ J. Kyle McDowell 

Christopher J. & Lynda A. McElroy ∙ Elizabeth McGuinness ∙ Robert A. & Kandi S. McIlwain ∙ Curt D. Meine ∙ T.H. & Kathleen S. Milby ∙ Elizabeth J. 

Miller ∙ Rex D. & Sally M. Miller ∙ David V. & Florence Minar ∙ Richard W. Mitchell ∙ Anne H.T. Moore ∙ James B. Moore ∙ Vanessa P. Morrell ∙ Odette 

M. & Kip Mortenson ∙ Henry W. & Helen J. Moyer ∙ Virginia F. & Laurence J. Mutti ∙ Dr. Hiromichi Nagashima ∙ Harland S. & Corinne L. Nelson 

Rupert R. & Delores K. Nelson ∙ Galen R. & Rudene G. Niedenthal ∙ Rae Ann Nixon ∙ Bruce J. & Amy W. Noble ∙ William J. & Shirley A. Nolting 

Douglas Nopar & JoAnn Thomas ∙ Kurt N. Nordback ∙ Charles K. Novogradac & Deborah Milks ∙ Janet A. & John C. Nybakke ∙ Christopher L. Oberle 

Shoshana B. Osofsky ∙ Earl W. & Jeanne R. Palm ∙ John D. & Sharon M. Palmquist ∙ Jack Parr ∙ Helen E. Pauls ∙ Janis S. Peak ∙ Kenneth V. & Ana M. 

Pecota ∙ Gregory & Patsy Hanson Penner ∙ John E. & Merle L. Peterson ∙ Leroy C. Philippi ∙ Odessa Piper ∙ Dwight R. & LaVonne Platt ∙ Lawrence A. 

Porter ∙ Kathy A. Powell & Stephen L. Griswold ∙ John A. & Dorothy A. Priske ∙ Mary Grant Purdy ∙ Christian Quartetti ∙ Peter C. Quinn ∙ Trucia 

Quistarc ∙ Ruth H. Ragucci, MD ∙ Victoria Post & George A. Ranney ∙ Jerry D. Rees & Sallie L. Veenstra ∙ Dr. & Mrs. Paul W. Renich ∙ Judith A. & Amy 

C. Rice-Jones ∙ Deborah K. Rich ∙ Wilma W. & Richard L. Righter ∙ Mary S. Rivkin ∙ Diane C. & Jack A. Robertson ∙ Scott M. & Teresa M. Robeson 

Slender grama (Bouteloua repens), August 16, 2008, Elgin, Arizona. By Matilda Essig.
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Nancy Roca & Phillip W. Schneider ∙ David A. Rodgers ∙ Linda Ronstadt ∙ Stanley L. Rose & Bev Jackson ∙ Herman J. & Rosemary R. Ruether 

Christopher W. & Rochelle Ryan ∙ Janyce M. Ryan ∙ Stephen C. & Lynne Ryan ∙ John F. & Dori Samson ∙ Susan Santo ∙ Janice E. Savidge ∙ William D. 

Scharf ∙ A. Anne Schmidt ∙ Carol C. Schmitt & W. Propst ∙ Stuart C. & Lisa Schott ∙ Jon R. & Jane R. Schulz ∙ Chris A. Schweitzer ∙ Bambi Semroc & 

Douglas Clarke ∙ Kenneth & Gloria Sennert ∙ J. Stan & Tommye C. Sexton ∙ Miner R. & Valetta Seymour ∙ Douglas D. Sheafor, MD ∙ Stuart L. Shell & 

Dana Freeman ∙ Dr. Florence R. Shepard ∙ Deborah L. & John D. Shortess ∙ Libby Simpson & Scot A. Shoup ∙ William A. & Janice D. Simpson ∙ Sally B. 

Singingtree & Tom Bickford ∙ Martha S. Skillman ∙ Tim Skwiot ∙ Carolyn A. & Harold Smith ∙ Sue Smith-Heavenrich & Lou D. Heavenrich ∙ Ronald D. 

Smith ∙ Beth Snider ∙ David K. Smoot Revocable Trust ∙ Sharon Nickel Snowiss ∙ Martin L. Sonnet ∙ Paula J. Speer ∙ Eric A. & Mary Louise Stahl ∙ Sylvia 

& Donald F. Stanat ∙ Jennifer & Edmund A. Stanley ∙ Susan Stansbury & Cedric De La Beaujardiere ∙ Marshall P. & Janice M. Stanton ∙ Sara G. 

Steelman ∙ Cletus G. Stein ∙ Dr. Joseph M. & Lucy N. Stein ∙ Max & Connie Bonfy Stewart ∙ Tony J. & Patricia P. Stoneburner ∙ Stephen L. Stover 

James Stowers III ∙ Paul A. Strasburg & Therese Adele Saracino ∙ Marjorie E. Streckfus ∙ Joyce R. & Greg E. Studen ∙ Connie L. & Karl R. Stutterheim 

Marian F. Sussman ∙ Connie S. Swan & Robert A. Klunder ∙ David K. & Shelli A. Swanson ∙ J. David & Jacqueline Swift ∙ L.F. Swords ∙ Antoinette M. 

Tadolini & Charles R. Clack ∙ Clara Jo Talkington ∙ Constance Taylor ∙ George H. Taylor & S. Candice Hoke ∙ Edward Thompson ∙ John W. Thompson 

Musia Nan Thornton ∙ William M. Throop III & Meriel Brooks ∙ Bob & Cheryl Thummel ∙ Andre & Ruth Anne Toth ∙ Cork & Ella Umphrey ∙ Peter E. 

& Elizabeth B. Van deWater ∙ Kenneth Van Hazinga ∙ Gary A. & Madelyn P. Verhaeghe ∙ Robert L. & Sonia Vogl ∙ Craig S. Volland ∙ Verlon K. & Elaine 

J. Vrana ∙ David E. Wagoner & Arwen Donahue ∙ Elizabeth C. Walbridge ∙ Pamela Jo Walker & Walter Whitfield Isle ∙ Tom Wallace ∙ Robert C. Wallis  

Laurie Ward ∙ Richard T. & Barbara R. Ward ∙ Thomas J. Warner ∙ C. Edwin Waters ∙ Deborah R. & David M. Watson ∙ Dr. Gary & Mary Anne Weiner  

Adam Weinrich ∙ Dr. & Mrs. Charles R. Wesner ∙ Todd A. & Sara Wetzel ∙ Bryan K. & Mary L. Whitehead ∙ Stephen C. & Anna L. White ∙ Paula J. 

Wiech ∙ Carolyn Moomaw Wilhelm ∙ David & Helen Elizabeth Wilkin ∙ Michael S. & Jody Wilford Wilkins ∙ Jim & Ann Wilkinson ∙ Dr. Julia 

Willebrand ∙ Anthony Wolk & Lindy Delf ∙ Dorothy P. Wonder ∙ Kevin J. & Diana L. Woods ∙ Angus Wright ∙ Austin C. & Ramona M. Wright ∙ David 

& Rita Wristen ∙ Nancy L. Wygant ∙ Ruth R. & Mark W. Zalonis ∙ Dr. Robert L. Zimdahl 

foundations and organizations: Adobe Systems Inc. ∙ Affleck Acres Inc. ∙ Agri-Dynamics Inc. ∙ American Wind Energy Association ∙ Anderson 

Engineering ∙ Bank of America Matching Gifts Program ∙ Beavertides Foundation ∙ Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation Employee Matching Gift Program  

Brown Brothers Farming ∙ The Charles DeVlieg Foundation ∙ Chesapeake Wildlife Heritage ∙ Chez Panisse Foundation ∙ Collins Family Foundation  

Consortia Consulting ∙ DAK Inc., Doug’s Optical Dispensers ∙ Erika Doering Design ∙ The Fanwood Foundation/West ∙ Ferndale Farms LLC ∙ First 

Mennonite Church of Christian ∙ The Flora Family Foundation ∙ Ford Foundation Matching Gift Program ∙ Good Works Foundation ∙ Hanging Dog 

Valley Nursery ∙ Hospira ∙ Hunnewell Elevator Inc. ∙ IBM International Foundation ∙ John & Catherine MacArthur Foundation ∙ Kansas State Historical 

Society ∙ Liberty Prairie Restorations ∙ Ludlow Griffith Foundation ∙ McBride Family & Aspen Business Center Foundation ∙ Miller Haviland Ketter, 

PC, PA ∙ Minnesota Naturalist Association ∙ Natural Resource Solutions LLC ∙ Olin Corporation Charitable Trust ∙ Penn State University, Pattee 

Library ∙ Pioneer Hi-Bred International Inc ∙ Portland General Electric ∙ Premena ∙ Price R. & Flora A. Reid Foundation ∙ Radiant Health Chiropractic 

LLC ∙ Rockefeller Brothers Fund Inc. ∙ Scheerer Family Foundation ∙ Schooler & Associates Inc. ∙ The SOR Inc ∙ The Lasater Ranch ∙ The Prudential 

Foundation ∙ Twin Parks Farms ∙ Virginia Zynda Family Foundation ∙ Wilderness Community Education Foundation ∙ Work Family Estate Trust 

Yavanna Foundation 

THE WRITERS AND ARTISTS

Matilda Essig, a painter by training, uses a 

digital scanner, computer, and inkjet printer 

to make highly detailed prints of native 

grasses in the Apache Highlands of south-

east Arizona. Her home there is on five acres 

that she restored using rotational grazing 

with cattle. At the Prairie Festival she will 

show large color prints of the grasses she 

worked with in the restoration. Essig’s work 

is in private and corporate collections, and 

at national parks and wildlife refuges in the 

Sonoran Desert. Her Web site is matildaes-

sig.com. 

Jim Richardson is a photographer for 

National Geographic. His Web site is 

jimrichardsonphotography.com.

David Van Tassel and Stan Cox are Land 

Institute plant breeders. Cox’s new book 

is “Losing our Cool: Uncomfortable Truths 

About Our Air-Conditioned World (and 

Finding New Ways to Get Through the Sum-

mer).”



I  WANT TO BE A PERENNIAL FRIEND OF THE LAND
Here is my tax-deductible gift to support Land Institute programs

Please print

Name  _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Address  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City  ____________________________________________________________________ State  _______  ZIP code  ___________________________

I authorize The Land Institute each month to

□ Transfer from my checking account (enclose a check for the first monthly payment)

□ Charge my credit or debit card

□ $125 □ $75 □ $55 □ $15 □ $5 □ Other: $ _________________   Deduct on □ 5th of month □ 20th of month

Monthly giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select, until you decide otherwise. You can change 

or cancel your donation at any time by calling or writing. We will confirm your instructions in writing. 

I authorize a one-time gift of 

□ $5,000 □ $500 □ $250 □ $125 □ $50 □ Other: $  _________________  

Payment method:  □ My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.

 □ Charge my □ Visa □ Mastercard □ Discover

Account number  ______________________________________________________________________  Expires  ___________  /  _____________

Signature  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Clip or copy this coupon and return it with payment to 

The Land Institute, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401  lr97

Nonprofit organization

US postage paid

Permit No. 81

Salina, KS 67401

If the date on your label is before 11-1-09, this 

is your last issue. Please renew your support.

Address service requested

2440 E. Water Well Road

Salina, KS 67401


